Invitation
Geneva Day
@ House of Switzerland
World Economic Forum,
Davos
January 22, 2019

My country will open for the first time a “House of Switzerland”
at the World Economic Forum Annual Meeting in Davos. The
overall topic of this House will be dedicated to “Tech4Good”.
Indeed, we are all exposed and experiencing the immediate
impacts of digital revolution. The way we work, make business
and connect with others has drastically changed since the
emergence of the digital era.
These changes bring enormous long term benefits. They can also
represent significant risks and threats, from a global perspective
right down to each and every individual. As a key factor in the
way we operate, digitalization not only significantly changed our
lives but also has the ability to shape the future.

The unpreceded scale, spread and speed of digitalization
therefore concerns us all – as individuals but also as
representatives of each constituency present in Davos : Global
leaders, CEO’s, Presidents of leading international organizations,
etc.
Switzerland convenes a series of events on January 22nd
dedicated to Geneva and its role as an international hub to
manage governance issues and set standards related to the
consequences of digital transformation and technological
disruption.
As a community, we all have a voice and a role to play in
designing the rules of the future : we aim to launch a discussion
building on individual expertise – and expectations ! – to outline
some guiding principles and how Geneva can support their
uptake and dissemination.
— Ignazio Cassis
Head of the Federal Department of Foreign Affairs

12:00 - 14:00
Geneva Day luncheon
The Human at the Center of the Fourth Industrial Revolution
– Addressing New Frontlines of Digital Vulnerabilities
Panel Discussion
Raclette served throughout the event
Speakers
Ms Pascale Baeriswyl,
State Secretary, Federal Department of Foreign Affairs, Switzerland
Ms Charlotte Lindsey,
Director of Digital Transformation and Data, ICRC
Ms Maya Bundt,
Head of Cyber & Digital Solutions, Swiss Re

RSVP to
marie-france.boulard@eda.admin.ch
(places limited)

Partners
Swiss Re, ICRC

The new digital era shed some lights on new
types of digital vulnerabilities and needs
of protection. What are the risks involved
in the digital era ? How can we protect
against digital vulnerabilities ? What multistakeholder partnerships are needed to
develop technologies that enhances digital
trust?

20:00 – 22:00
Geneva Day Dinner
Annual meeting affiliated event
Global Governance 4.0 
— New principles and norms for a changing world
Introductory speech followed by a moderated discussion

Globalization 4.0 is rapidly challenging
standard-setting institutions to develop new
principles, norms and standards and extend
their mandate to the governance of technologies.
Who should and will be drafting these new rules?
Should we expect stakeholders to self-regulate
or should multilateral governance institutions,
including UN specialized agencies, start work
on establishing new internationally agreed
principles and norms? Do we need a Digital
Geneva Convention to extend humanitarian
principles to the cyber space?
RSVP to
marie-france.boulard@eda.admin.ch
(places limited)

Main speaker
Brad Smith, President, Microsoft
– Digital Geneva Convention
Introduction by 	
Valentin Zellweger, Permanent Representative of Switzerland
at the United Nations in Geneva
– Technological transformation and Global Governance
Moderated by
Zvika Krieger, Head of Technology Policy and Partnerships,
Member of the Executive Committee, World Economic Forum

Partner

